MEMBERSHIP REPORT   MAY 1, 2017

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP   Apr 1 2016: 622
                   Apr 1, 2017: 664

NEW MEMBERS   between Apr 1, 2016 and Apr 1, 2017: 44

Of the 631 Active members:

LIFE: 552
ANNUAL: 78
HONORARY: 1

ASSOCIATE [not UVic]: 63
SPOUSAL: 25
UNKNOWN: 15

There were 12 members converting from Annual to Life between July, 2016 and April 1, 2017.

The benefits to the move of the data base I have found are:

1. The ease to make reports.
2. Access to the DB from home for me and for Office Manager.
3. The ability to go into Edit mode easily, to see the information at a glance, and to make editing easy.
4. The DB is now backed up to UVic, and is more secure.